
 
 
Things To Look For: 
 
Easy Checklist for your Building 
Note: this checklist services to inform homeowners what defects may become apparent. In 
almost all cases repairs should be carried out by tradesmen. 
Most of the traditional buildings in Inveraray are built of relatively thick, solid stone walls with 
a render finish. Originally they would have had a lime render. Some others from the later 
Victorian Period  are stone ashlar pointed in lime mortar. The materials used in the 
construction of Inveraray were sourced locally from places often nolonger in business and 
for repairs we either use recycled materials or the closest substitute.  

 
ROOF likely cause suggested repair 
Loose or missing ridge 

cappings (usually tiles) 

Missing slipped or broken 

slates 

Storm damage Nail sickness, 

physical damage foot traffic 

Replace to match. Replace with matching 

slates or tiles bedded in mortar. 

Displaced or failed lead 

flashings around Dormers, 

rooflights and party walls. 

Storm damage, decayed timber 

beneath  

Check beneath then renew flashings, 

renew mortar joints at wall junction 

Water penetration into roof 

space, and evidence of 

staining below. Splitting or 

buckling of flat roof 

coverings, flashings failure  

Slating defect as above. Decay 

of timber sarking, aged roofing 

materials, ponding, apron 

flashings parting from wall 

Repair as above to ensure roof is 

watertight. Check condition beneath, 

renew roof and all flashings, provide 

adequate falls to outlets. 

 
 
CHIMNEYS likely cause suggested repair 

Copes and chimney cans 

displaced, missing or broken 

Loose or missing cement 

haunching; wind damage; 

natural deterioration 

Replace cans to match; renew haunching; 

fit ventilated cowl if flue is unused 

Pointing missing, or cracks 

in harling 

High exposure, aged mortar, 

stone decay around joints 

Renewing pointing in lime/sand mortar; 

cut out cracks in harl if severe, patch and 

apply limewash 

Plant growth 
 Open joints in copes or 

chimney stalks 

Weed carefully to remove roots, treat 

cavities with herbicide and repoint joints 

Lead flashings or mortar 

fillets at chimney stalks 

missing or loose 

Storm damage, timber decay 

beneath, theft of lead 

Check roof condition, renew lead flashing 

to match ,repair adjacent slates 

 

 

 

 



ROOF DRAINAGE likely cause suggested repair 

Leaks from joints in rhones 

(gutters) or  rainwater pipes 

Bolts rusted, sealant in joints 

decayed 

Clean joints, renew sealant and bolts; 

touch up paintwork 

Rhones sagging, or spilling 

over after heavy rain 

Rafter brackets failed; rhones 

choked; inadequate falls 

Renew brackets, clear rhones, increase 

falls to outlet 

Leak causing rust staining or 

green (algal) staining on 

walls 

Joint sealant failed Repair joints and allow walls to dry out. 

Biocides may be used with care. 

Blockages caused by leaves 

and vegetation 

Overhanging trees; plants 

rooting in rhones 

Clear out, cut branches back 

Internal signs of damp on 

plasterwork at ceilings 

Generally from roof defects;or 

internal pipework 

Rectify roof as described, check nearby 

pipework 

 

EXTERNAL WALLS likely cause suggested repair 

Loose or missing pointing on 

exposed stonework 

Decayed mortar stone 

deterioration 

Selective repointing with lime/sand mortar 

Excessive erosion of 

stonework, eg at rhones 

Long-term saturation; use of 

cement mortar, frost action 

Repair rhones, indent new stones only if 

erosion is severe, avoid plastic repairs. 

Erosion of stonework around 

hard cement pointing 

Cement pointing prevents natural 

evaporation; stone saturated; frost 

action 

Carefully remove cement and repoint with 

lime/sand mortar 

Excessive decay at foot of 

wall, especially those close 

to roads 

High moisture content in 

stonework, also ground water; 

damaging effect of road salts 

Indent new stone if erosion is severe; 

consider protective coatings; renew pointing 

if decayed 

On harled or smooth 

rendered walls, cracked, 

missing or boss (loose) areas 

Water penetration behind harl or 

render, frost action; physical 

damage; effect of salts 

Identify boss areas, cut back to sound 

surface and apply matching harl or render 

 Deteriorating limewash or 

point finishes, exposing the 

surface beneath 

Sacrificial decay of these 

protective coatings 

Remove flaking coatings to sound base and 

re-apply in limewash 

Heavy organic growth or 

green staining (algae) 

Colonization of algae, on 

saturated stonework in sunlit 

areas 

Treat only if severe, with environmentally 

safe biocide repairs may be necessary 

Satellite dishes and TV 

aerials placed in prominent 

positions 

Lack of awareness of the 

damaging effect on the 

appearance of the building 

Relocate aerials, dishes and cabling to less 

prominent positions  

 

EXTERNAL  likely cause suggested repair 
Excessive erosion of stone or 

brick boundary walls; loose 

copes 

Natural weathering; poor quality 

stone or brick; water damage to 

mortar beds 

Indent new stone or brick only if erosion is 

causing structural failure; rebed copes; avoid 

plastic repairs 

Missing or loose  pointing  Aged mortar; stone decay around 

joints 

Selectively repoint with lime and sand 

mortar 

Rusting of iron railings and 

dates and poor paintwork 

Breakdown of old paint coatings 

through weathering; lack of 

regular maintenance 

Clean off iron surfaces to bare metal, prime 

and repaint with oil-based paint 

Surface water not draining 

from paths; settlement of 

stone pavings 

Pavings laid without falls, or 

bedding washing-out 

Lift pavings, relay sand bed and mortar dabs 

and re-lay pavings to falls 

Blocked or hidden 

underfloor ventilations 

Raised ground or paving levels 

around walls 

Adjust levels to below wall vents; prevent 

further obstructions 

 



DOOR/WINDOW likely cause suggested repair 

Sash windows won’t slide 

freely, or drop when in 

open position 

Swollen beads due to decay or water 

penetration, wear and tear, incorrect 

sash weights; broken cords 

Repair by piecing-in, or with new beads; 

adjust batton rods; renew weights and cords 

Signs of woodrot in cillsor 

window frames (test 

carefully for soft wood) 

Failure of paint finishthrough lack 

of regular maintenance; cill 

contacting wet stonework 

Renew cills (whole rather than part); renew 

mortar pointing, and repaint 

Missing or failed mastic 

pointing 

Natural ageing; effect of sunlight 

and weathering on previously 

painted mastic 

Renew mastic (linseed oil and sand mix 

preferred to silicones); do not overpaint 

Doors binding:soft wood 

at foot of door, or physical 

damage 

Timbers swollen due to water 

penetration through lack of 

maintenance; wet rot at foot 

Allow door to dry thoroughly; (do not adjust 

width); cut out and piece in decayed sections 

with timber 

NDOWS: likely cause suggested re 
INTERNAL likely cause suggested repair 

Water staining on walls or 

ceilings, or on roof 

timbers within roof spaces 

Water penetration through 

roof, valleys or flashings 

Overhaul roof; replace defective slats or other 

roofing; inspect and renew flashings where 

deteriorated 

Excessive condensation on 

windows (or on wall 

surfaces) 

Reduction in natural air 

movement in the building; 

excessive draught-proofing at 

windows and doors; closed-up 

chimney 

Ensure trickle ventilation; re-open flues; install 

extractors in kitchens and bathrooms avoid 

moisture producing appliances; ventilate roof 

spaces 

Water leaks around 

windows or doors; broken 

fastenings and handles 

Shrinkage of window 

elements; defective mastic; 

physical damage; severe 

exposure 

Overhaul windows and repair, renew putty and 

mastic; renew fastening to match originals 

Musty, damp smell 

especially in enclosed 

spaces 

Woodrot, either dry- orwet-rot; 

water penetration leading to 

raised moisture content in 

timber; lack of ventilation; 

damp conditions internally; 

lack of heating 

Get report by expert professional; resist proposals 

to strip all areas merely to get warranty; renew 

structurally unsound timber; alter internal 

conditions to reduce moisture levels to below 

20% avoid the use of chemicals; introduce 

ventilation; retain original materials wherever 

possible 

Mould growth on walls, 

ceilings or beneath floor 

coverings 

 Damp conditions internally, 

lack of ventilation ; lack of 

heating 

Stop any water entry to the building; lift 

coverings and expose affected areas to air; dry the 

building and introduce heating and ventilation; 

avoid the use of chemicals wherever possible 

Splitting or distortion of 

skirtings, floorboards or 

window shutters 

Possible surface indications of 

woodrot beneath, due to damp 

conditions as described above 

Investigation by competent professional and 

proceed as for woodrot above 

Failure of paintwork on 

windows and outside 

doors 

Blistering of paint-work by age 

and sunlight; condensation 

from window glass affecting 

putty; possible timber decay 

Remove old paint finishes, repair windows and 

doors as required, renew putty glazing; and renew 

paintwork 

 

gested repair date insp 

ected action date 



EXTERNAL PAINT likely cause suggested repair 
Split, flaking or dull 

surfaces on gloss painted 

windows and doors  

Deterioration of old paint 

systems; damp in underlying 

timbers; effect of sunlight 

Check moisture levels and correct; prepare 

thoroughly and repaint 

Splitting of wood beneath 

paint, or spongy feel 

Possible woodrot due to failed 

paint coatings 

Test carefully with sharp point; cut back to sound 

material and piece-in with matching timber 

Rusting, or paint failure on 

cast iron pipes 

Weathering; routine decay of 

paint coatings; paint failure 

aggravated by rusting beneath; 

physical damage 

Clean off iron surfaces to bare metal, prime and 

paint with oil-based paint  

Missing or loose putty on 

windows and rooflights 

Failed paint coatings allow 

water behind putty; shrinkage 

with age 

Cut out and renew putty; repaint after skin forms 

 

 


